Embedded terminal for

MFP LEXMARK

The « eTerminal-Lexmark » embedded terminal works with the LEXMARK Multifunctions and enables the
communication between the MFP and the GESPAGE server.
Accessible from the touch screen of the LEXMARK MFP, this software allows for access control, secured
printing and user’s identification by entering a code on the touch screen.
This « Embedded » terminal fully fits into the touch screen of the LEXMARK Multifunctions.
This improvement makes the Gespage solution more competitive. In addition, this solution is perfectly
suitable to the ergonomics of the LEXMARK equipment.

Scheme of a network configuration

Embedded terminal benefits


Security / Access management

 Secure use of the LEXMARK MFP by Login,
Login/ Password, Code, Card (badge reader in
option).
 Setting of access rights for the specific use to
each user or user group.
 Personalized welcome to the identified user.
 Display of the user credit before and after the
operation, as well as the tariffs of prints (A4,
A3, B&W, Colour).











Scans
 Scan to user email or personal directory.

The user can select one or more documents from
the list of pending prints, release them, delete
them or leave them pending.
Implementation of a printing policy with
modification of the job properties (forcing black,
forcing duplex and modifying the number of
copies).
Printing in operator mode.





Accounting and reports

Possibility of selecting a cost center from a list to
allow detailed allocation of printing costs.
Accounting for page-by-page impressions thanks
to eTerminal functionalities.
Wide range of reports available.

Specifications
 Compatible with TCM3 and TCM4 badge
readers.
 Compatible with Gespage 8.2.1 and
higher versions.
 Le SF platform required, version 3.1
minimum.
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